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Our replies are in blue colour
Our Response:Hello, Hope you having a good weekend!

Here is the link of the website: http://www.theresponsivewebdesigns.com/client/alcyon/
We have got the Homepage, About Alcyon and The Team page ready. For about page the
Circles are missing, we have selected a plugin for this but its little different than your design.
Here it is: https://0.s3.envato.com/files/100491665/index.html
Let us know if we can go with the same.
Client Comments:Thank you very much for the update, the site appears to be coming along

very nicely indeed.
The only comments I will give just now are in relation to the About Acylon page. As you can
see from the screenshots attached, two of the panels need a little extra work to make sure the
titles stay within the frame and the body text uses the full width, when resized for mobile. I
hope that is okay?

Apart from that the work looks perfect to me so far.
I have sent the plugin link to the designers to make sure it's okay with them. It looks very nice
so I'm sure it will be, but let's just get it confirmed first.
One thing I would like to do is to share the progress via a demo link from our own servers if
possible..? If I give you guys access do you think we can arrange this?
Demo site URL: http://someurlhere.com
cPanel Access:
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Access URL: cpanel.someurlhere.com
domain name: someurlhere.com
password: *********
FTP Access:
server: ftp.someurlhere.com
[server IP: Some IP here]
username: someurlhere.com
password: ********
Please note that there are other sites on this link, so if this site can be added in a subfolder
that would be great. Then I can share the progress directly with the client.
Thanks again for the update and please keep up the great work! :-)
Just to confirm we are happy with your suggested plugin, so please go ahead with this.

Our Response:Dear, per our 22nd Sept email :

“Hello, sure you can paypal 50% advance to rahul@credofy.com the remaining 50% needs to
be remitted after sign off and before transferring the website on your server.
PS : We would be building the site on our server.”
As per company policies we can not move over the site. If we are develop the site on your
server we would do have a company policy for < 1000 GBP projects where in we would
request for 100% deposit. If you want us to move the site on your server we would need to
clear the remaining 50% balance and would be working on your server until its complete. Let
us know.

Client Comments:Hi,

My issue is not that I need control of the site as such.
However I do need to show the progress to my design team and I do not wish them to know
that the development work has been outsourced.
Clearly http://www.theresponsivewebdesigns.com/ has Credofy information on it which will
reveal this very easily.
Would it be possible to use a different test site with no reference to Credofy please (and
ideally with a UK based IP, although not 100% essential)?
I would appreciate your understanding and help on this matter. This will also help with all
future sites we collaborate on as well.
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Please let me know your thoughts.

Our Response:Hello, we do understand your point Matt, give us this week and we would

complete the site as per the designs and move the site as per our company policy. We can not
transfer the site yet as we have progress further to complete 80% of the work. Thank you for
your understanding. And going forward we would work on your server from start itself to
avoid this issue.
Hello, Hope you are doing good!
We have added more pages to the website. We need few images for case studies that are
missing, here is the list:
-- High performance doors
. banner image
. logo
. inline content image
-- Barclay & Mathieson limited
. logo
. inline content image
-- Goldfinch
. inline content image
Client Comments:Hi, thanks for the below and we will get these images added to Dropboxasap.

Here are three quick points to mention to you if I may:


Slider transition effects. The client mentioned he like this
site http://opcapita.com/ Perhaps we can try fading in the images then the text in a
similar way?



News transition effect on homepage. Please keep this static for now so that it only
shows the latest item in the feed, no need for item to slide.



On the team profile page, please remove hyperlinks from the email addresses. Only the
LinkedIn hyperlinks should remain.

Our Response:These edits are done, looking forward for the images.
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